Tip Fold-Over: Perimodiolar Cochlear Implant Electrode Arrays

Even in a profoundly deafened cochlea, there is intricate network of living and active neural structures. If a cochlear implant electrode array deviates from the scala tympani to the scala vestibuli, a toxic inflammation can damage underlying auditory nerve structures.

As Professor Helge Rask-Andersen explained, this is why structure preservation surgery should be considered essential for every cochlear implant candidate, even if there is no residual hearing—a deaf cochlea is not a dead cochlea.

In fact, damage to the structures of the cochlea can result in significantly lower speech understanding and loss of residual hearing—clearly not an ideal outcome for any cochlear implant recipient.

One of the most significant factors in preserving cochlear structures is the design of the electrode array. Pre-curved perimodiolar arrays and mid-scala arrays can be far more likely to deviate through the basilar membrane into the scala vestibuli, which can cause extensive damage to the cochlea.\textsuperscript{1,2,3,4}

However, there’s another issue to watch out for with pre-curved perimodiolar arrays. Today, we’re going to look at the mechanisms of tip fold-over in perimodiolar arrays, and how this issue may affect your patients.\textsuperscript{5,6,7,8}

Pre-Curved Perimodiolar Arrays vs. Lateral Wall Arrays

First, let’s look at the basic design differences between pre-curved perimodiolar arrays and flexible lateral wall arrays.

**Pre-curved perimodiolar electrode arrays** are designed to wrap around the modiolus of the cochlea.

- Pre-curved spring array design
- One size only
- Pointed electrode array tip
- Electrode array coils against modiolus
- Stiff wire stylet used for insertion
- Scala tympani placement uncertain
- Deviation into scala vestibuli common
- Tip fold-over rate of up to 8%

**Flexible lateral wall electrode arrays** are designed to freely conform to the curve of each cochlea. All MED-EL arrays are flexible lateral wall arrays—and only MED-EL offers truly flexible lateral wall arrays.

- Free-fitting straight array design
- Wide range of array lengths for best fit
- Rounded electrode array tip
- Adapts to curve of scala tympani
- Insertion without stylet
- Reliable scala tympani placement
- Ideal for structure preservation
- Fold-over practically impossible (≤.005%)

MED-EL cochlear implants have always used highly flexible lateral wall arrays. These arrays provide superior atraumaticity and minimal insertion force through wave-shaped wires, optimal contact spacing, and ultra-soft FLEX-Tip technology. These key design features are what set MED-EL flexible lateral wall arrays apart from pre-curved perimodiolar arrays and other lateral wall arrays.

**Wave-Shaped Wires**

In fact, MED-EL arrays are the only electrode arrays to feature wave-shaped wires distributed evenly throughout the electrode array. This makes our arrays incredibly flexible in every direction. This superior flexibility is only possible because every one of our arrays is handcrafted by an expert technician.

The wave-shaped wires in MED-EL arrays provide exceptional flexibility in all directions. The wires are distributed evenly throughout the electrode array.
Other companies use straight wires densely bundled together—which makes these other electrodes arrays far stiffer and can lead to increased insertion force.⁹

**Electrode Array Tip**

Another significant difference in design is the tip of the array, especially its shape. During insertion, the electrode array tip is the leading edge that guides the placement of the electrode array. Inside the cochlea, the lateral wall is fairly smooth, but the wall of the modiolus is a highly porous surface.⁹,¹²

That’s why MED-EL arrays use a rounded tip that gently deflects to guide the array to the most suitable placement. In contrast, pre-curved arrays such as the Cochlear™ Contour Advance® or Cochlear™ CI532 Slim Modiolar electrode use a pointed tip.

Let’s look at why design makes all the difference during electrode array insertion.

**Atraumatic Electrode Insertion**

During any electrode insertion, the array must travel from the site of insertion to the final position. Ideally, the array would be inserted through the round window and remain fully in the scala tympani as it travels toward the apex of the cochlea.

With flexible MED-EL lateral wall arrays, the rounded FLEX-Tip design gently deflects away from delicate structures, including the basilar membrane and spiral ligament. This free-fitting array design offers reliable scala tympani insertion for a wide variety of cochlear anatomies with practically no risk of tip fold-over.¹,²,³,⁹,¹⁰,¹¹


Flexible MED-EL electrode arrays can freely adapt to fit the unique shape of each individual cochlea.

**Pre-curved Perimodiolar Electrode Tip Fold-Over**

In contrast, when a pre-curved array is inserted, the array tip is continuously curving inward toward the center of the cochlea. If this pointed array tip is in contact with the highly porous modiolar wall or other intra-cochlear structure, the electrode array tip may catch and become lodged.⁵,⁶,⁷,⁸

Once the pre-curved perimodiolar array tip becomes lodged, several outcomes are possible. Often, pre-curved perimodiolar arrays can puncture the basilar membrane and deviate from the scala tympani to the scala vestibuli. This can result in significantly lower speech perception scores and loss of any residual hearing.¹,²,³,⁴
However, there’s another issue that can occur when the pre-curved perimodiolar array tip becomes lodged or meets resistance—often referred to as electrode array tip fold-over or tip rollover. Basically, in tip fold-over or tip rollover, the electrode array folds over upon itself. The array tip can bend back towards the insertion point or laterally through cochlear structures.

https://blog.medel.pro/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/tip-fold-over_perimodiolar-electrode-array-hd.mp4

*Graphical representation of tip fold-over with pre-curved perimodiolar electrode array.*

**Tip Fold-Over Complications**

Clearly, an electrode array folded over upon itself is not a desired outcome. Often, the folded electrode deviates out of the scala tympani, causing damage to the cochlea.\(^5\,6\,7\,8\) For your patients, this can mean significantly lower speech performance.

Of course, tip fold-over would also make an already short array even shorter—which could seriously limit the effective stimulation range of the array. A folded tip can result in less than half a turn of coverage in the cochlea. This would result in even worse place-pitch mismatch, which can have a serious impact on hearing performance.

Complications can include: \(^5\,6\,7\,8\)

- Vertigo
- Overlapping electrodes
- Reduced insertion depth
- Revision surgery or electrode reinsertion
- Deviation into the scala vestibuli
- Deactivation of multiple electrodes
- Limited mapping potential
- Distorted sound quality
- Poor hearing performance
- Reduced overall benefit from CI

It’s important to note that tip fold-over may not be noticeable during implantation. Intraoperative neural response telemetry may not effectively identify tip fold-over. Additional intraoperative CT imaging and neural response telemetry could be necessary to confirm tip fold-over. If the fold-over is detected intraoperatively, reinsertion of the electrode during surgery may correct the fold-over, but this also adds further risk of trauma to the cochlea.\(^5\,6\,7\,8\)

*If the tip fold-over is not identified intra-operatively, reimplantation surgery may be necessary. Otherwise, multiple electrodes may likely be deactivated during fitting—which can reduce overall patient benefit from the CI.*\(^5\,6\,7\,8\)

**Avoiding Tip Fold-Over**

Electrode array tip fold-over is a complication that should be avoided in every case. It can result in sub-par electrode placement, reduced speech perception, and additional challenges for audiologists. Yet it remains a surprisingly common risk with pre-curved perimodiolar electrode arrays.\(^5\,6\,7\,8\)
In McJunkin et al. (2018), experienced surgeons encountered a tip fold-over rate of 8% when using the pre-curved Slim Modiolar perimodiolar electrode array. In contrast, a multi-center analysis of MED-EL arrays identified no tip fold-overs.

Atraumatic lateral wall arrays from MED-EL offer reliable scala tympani placement with practically no risk of tip fold-over. With MED-EL, your patients can benefit from better hearing performance and more natural sound quality.
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What are your thoughts on tip fold-over and electrode arrays? Send us a message or leave a comment below. And don’t forget to subscribe now to get more articles like this sent right to your inbox!
Want to know more about MED-EL implants for your clinic? Contact your local MED-EL representative to get started.
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*Not all products, indications, and features shown are available in all areas. Please contact your local MED-EL representative for more information.